DIGITISATION OR
SCANNING ON DEMAND
What to do with mountains of
employee files?

HR work is increasingly moving towards becoming paperless. When embarking on a career path with a company, employees often start out with
an online application and all further HR documents are likewise generated digitally, then go on to be processed and filed via a document management system. Despite advancing digitisation, there are still heaps of
files piling up in HR departments everywhere. The average personnel file
for long-standing employees in Germany comprises 80-100 sheets – and
for staff appointed back in the 80s it can sometimes amount to several
hundred pages! In many cases, this results in millions of sheets of paper
being stacked up in personnel archives. When a project for a digital personnel file gets underway, the first question to crop up is:

WHERE TO PUT THE FILES FROM THE
PERSONNEL ARCHIVES?
In HR, not only do new employee documents have to be available in
digital form, but older, existing files must also be accessible via HR
systems – contract amendments, additional training certificates or
pension claims, for example – otherwise media discontinuity arises
which takes up valuable time.
And not only that, the HR department has to ensure that storage of
the original hard copy documents complies with data protection laws,
and due to the strict regulations in Germany there are considerable
costs associated with this. For companies wanting to drive digitisation
forward within their own operation and who have large volumes of
files to be digitised, a more cost-effective alternative is to use a document scanning service.
Although the piles of employee files from past decades stacked up
in the archives are not used very often, they must be accessible to
employers when required. If the documents are only available in analogue form, however, this entails laborious retrieval and scanning.

Businesses can solve this problem by following the concept of scanning on demand. A scanning services company can provide any file
requested in digital form within a short time and guarantee that their
file storage complies with data protection laws.

Alongside services covering logistics, scanning,
storage, destruction or return of documents, a
full-service scanning bureau should be able to
offer digitisation in these three areas:
1.

Immediate, complete digitisation of all existing records

2.

Selective scanning on demand

3.

Ongoing capture of new paper records such as job
applications or sick notes

HOW DO I DECIDE?

Depending on the number of records, a scanning bureau will normally
carry out a project over the course of a few weeks. For example, it would
take around four weeks to finish scanning 2,000 files for a medium-sized
company. The company offering should include special services such as
collecting the files from the customer, providing secure transportation to
the scan centre as well as inventory and archiving services.
The question arises, then, about whether it really is a sensible idea to
digitise all existing files – including inactive ones or those relating to employees who have left the company. Most day-to-day HR business is limited to working with personnel matters arising over the previous three
months; it is seldom necessary to access records for employees who left
the company earlier than that. So one solution would be to scan just the
records for current employees in one go, and the rest on demand.
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SCANNING ON DEMAND:
DIGITISATION ON REQUEST
The same approach is used for the scanning on demand approach to
digitisation: all existing files are transported via courier to the scanning
services company and securely archived in paper form.
Only the sections of the file actually needed by HR are scanned, such as
performance appraisals or work certificates. This leads to a two-fold benefit for the company: firstly, the large number of hard copy paper files
are sorted, prepared and logged in a secure inventory and, secondly, the
documents that really are required are made available in digital form at
the press of a button.
This saves on storage costs and retrieval work. Figures based on experience show that companies who opt for scanning on demand instead
of one complete initial digitisation process can expect a cost benefit of
approx. 55 per cent in the first two years. Moreover, continued scanning
on demand gradually ends up with all current employee files being digitised, anyway. And, most importantly, since HR employees themselves are
spared from having to search and digitise, they have more time to deal
with strategic tasks.

SHOULD ORIGINAL FILES BE
DESTROYED OR STORED?
An important part of the digitisation concept is the legally compliant storage of records in highly-secure archives equipped with the latest document management technology. Hundreds of thousands of personnel
records can be stored behind two metre thick walls and steel doors. To
minimise the risk of fire, the documents are stored on steel shelving.
The German Federal Data Protection Act lays down strict requirements
for storing sensitive personnel data, so scanning bureaus must be equipped with the appropriate technology. It means that businesses do not
have to put costly measures in place in their own archives, such as assigning documents to different protection classes and security levels in
accordance with DIN 66399.
The dilemma about if and when documents should be destroyed therefore becomes irrelevant. Different rules apply depending on the content
of the files: whereas income tax records must be retained for six to ten
years depending on the document type, those concerning pension schemes must be retained for a minimum period of 30 years. At the express
wish of the customer, the scanning service provider can store all documents so that the original copies are always available in case of doubt.

HOW DOES DIGITISATION ON REQUEST
WORK?
Prior to scanning, the scanning service company carries out a separate
process to prepare the documents: Sticky notes, for example, are removed and stuck onto separate sheets; papers that are stapled together are
separated. Precise instructions are defined for every customer on how
different cases should be handled.
It goes without saying that the scanning on demand solution has to be
fully integrated into the HR software. When required, a member of the
customer’s HR staff simply clicks a mouse to send a request through the
system for a file to be digitised. Within four hours – or by specific agreement – the required documents are sent in PDF format directly to that
person in the form of a Digital Personnel File.
Rather than being transmitted by email, the scanned file is made immediately available in the software via secure interfaces. The result is a
seamless digital workflow without media interruption, allowing staff to
process personnel matters within a short time and without having to go
hunting through the archives.

Scanning on demand – digitisation as required

•
•
•
•
•

Collection of documents from the customer and transportation within Germany to the
document archive
Inventory and preparation of the paper records
Storage in compliance with data protection requirements
Digitisation of paper records at the click of a mouse
Files and documents provided in PDF format directly in the HR software

ONCE THE STORAGE PERIOD HAS ELAPSED, THE CUSTOMER CAN REQUEST:
•
•
•

Extension of the storage period
Destruction of documents in compliance with data protection, or
Removal of personnel files from storage and transportation back to customer

When weighing up these options, businesses must consider exactly where their challenges lie with regard
to their mountains of files and decide for themselves how long they want to store them. Ultimately, the decision rests upon four main factors: company-specific requirements, individual challenges in the everyday
routine, innovative spirit vs. the need for security (destroy or store?) and budget.
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